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Students to Rally on Eve of Great Game

MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY. MISSOULA. MONTANA

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11. 1935

University Projects Tentatively Approved

VOLUME XXXV. No. 4

Huge Parade
Starts Grizzly
Drive Tonight

Sends Team to Battle
Forestry
Plans for Autumn
A1 Capone, One-Time Chicago
Plans Depend Druid,
Powerful W. S. C. Squad Quarter Outlined
Group, Announce
M Club Dance Will Climax
On Roosevelt;
New Pledge List Gangster, Just Another Name
At First Meeting Tremendous Ovation
For Gridders
On Mailing List of Frontier
Okek Expected
Fact-Finding Investigations
Proposed in Request
For Allocation
Federal works projects submitted to
governmental agencies by the state
university public works planning com
mittee- have received tentative ap
proval by federal officials, It was
learned on the campus yesterday.
Plans await only the signature of
Franklin D. Roosevelt before prelim
inary work can be started. Announce
ment of the projects’ approval was
made yesterday by T. C. Spaulding,
dean of the forestry school and chair
man of the state university planning
group.
The tentatively approved program
includes a range rehabilitation project
for the state, a survey of state range
resources, a state-wide shelterbelt in
vestigation, a survey of public archives
and an ethnological study of Flathead
Indians. All the approved projects
are part of a proposed group of fact
finding and scientific investigations,
upon the results of which a long-time
plan of rehabilitation for Montana’s
land, resources and pleople, will be
based.
Will Aid Unemployed
Designed primarily to give work to
Montana’s unemployed, these surveys,
Dean Spaulding said yesterday, will
provide useful employment to many
“white collar” , workers, including
teachers, clerks, lawyers and students
who are, a t the present time, jobless.
In addition, a considerable amount of
employment is anticipated for people
skilled or interested in rangeland work
and forestry projects. Each of the
projects will require a corps of work
ers and technicians. An exact esti
mate of the number of persons who
may be employed cannot be made until
work actually starts.
The university committee which
drew up the projects along with a long
list of others which have not yet been
acted upon, is made up of Dean
Spaulding, Dean R. C. Line and Pro
fessor Paul C. Phillips. Requests for
projects, all of which received the ap
proval of the Montana State Planning
board, were made to three federal
agencies—the Public Works adminis
tration, the Works Progress adminis
tration and the Federal Emergency
Relief administration.
Building Group Listed
Included in the first group are a
journalism school building, a chem
istry-pharmacy building, an Indian
Memorial building, an armory and a
Women’s club building, all to be built
on the state university campus. Ap
proval of these projects is still pend
ing.
In the second classification are 16
separate projects, many of them con
cerned with campus improvement
work. The range rehabilitation proj
ect, which has been given approval,
was one of this list.
The majority of the projects ap
proved so far fall under the FERA
classification. Six requests were made
to this agency.
Dean Spaulding in speaking of the
approval of the projects said:
“It is a wonderful thing for Mon
tana. Under this type of work it will
be possible' for Montana’s political and
social leaders to make long-time plans
for the rehabilitation of the state. Not
only in the field of natural resources,
but also in the field of social service.
If the plan of the projects as drafted
by the Montana planning board is
followed, Montana will be in future
years a more pleasant and profitable
place in which to live.
Will Improve Conditions
"For years it has been the constant
aim of the state university to help in
every way possible with the improve
ment of conditions in Montana, and I
am very glad to have had a part in
(O oq tinne d on P o s e F o u r)

Discuss Publication of News-Letter
And Forestry Kalmin; May
Get Alnmnl Aid

Fourteen pledges were added to the
membership of the Druids, local for
estry fraternity, at the first meeting
of the year held Wednesday night at
the forestry school library.
Finances for the two forestry school
publications, The News-Letter and the
Forestry Kaimin^ was the basis of a
general discussion. Members of the
fraternity decided to appeal to the
alumni of the school who are inter
ested in forestry work to help with
the support of the magazine and
paper.
New pledges are Steven Wilkie,
Dick Williams, Arnold Bolle, Arnie
Nouisianan, William Trosper, Charles
Schromn, Terrill Stevens, Richard
Varney, Harold Lewis, Hans Roffer,
Egan Goodacre, Ted Falacy, Ronald
Waters and Hubert Zemke.
Refreshments were served by Bill
Wagner and Jack Buckhouse.

NYA Job Quota
Filled for October
U. S. Service Provides Employment
For Hundreds of Students
More than three hundred thirty stu
dents in the state university are now
employed under the NYA. Jobs have
been secured for students in nearly
every department on the campus, in
the United States forest service head
quarters, the United States weather
bureau and the Missoula county high
school.
No more students will be hired this
month, but there is a possibility that
a few will be given work next month.
Several changes will occur during
winter quarter.
WEATHER FORECAST
Cloudy with possible showers
tonight and tomorrow morning.

A1 Capone, ex-Public Enemy No. 1,
the one-time Chicago beer baron, gang
leader, racketeer and deadly foe of
“Bugs” Moran, is just another name
on the mailing list of Frontier and
Midland as far as Professor H. G. Mer
riam, editor of the Northwest literary
magazine, is concerned.
To the office of the magazine in the
library yesterday came a subscription
from the former overlord of all Chi
cago’s gangland. It had been secured
through an agent and, like any other
subscription order, carried only the
ijame of the subscriber. The address
was given as Alcatraz Island in San
Francisco’s bay, where the man who
once sat a t the controls of Chicago’s
underworld is now being detained by
the federal government on a small
count of income tax evasion.
To the lonely prison island will go
the green-covered magazine and there
the man who once terrorized a city of
millions and held a continent in awe
will peruse its interesting stories,
examine its articles and slowly take
enjoyment from its departments.

The tales told of Capone in the col
orful days before “G” men,' when ma
chine guns brought down hated en
emies or traitors and innocent by
standers alike on crowded city streets,
•are legend. For years during the pro
hibition period he had evaded the
ever-reaching tentacles of the law
until, at last, he was given a long sen
tence in federal court, later being
transferred to the stony Alcatraz
prison stronghold, America’s Devil’s
island and described as the “toughest
jail in the world” by those who have
been there.
It is strange to think of the man
one always visualizes as smoking a
huge cigar in an elaborate hotel room,
planning further gangland coups or
methods of strong-arming his unruly
associates and competitors into line,
burying himself in the dignified pages
of the Frontier and Midland.
Whether Capone (he insists that it
should not be pronounced to rhyme
with bologna) has gone highbrow or
whether it is a suppressed desire, long
held in check, at last coming out is a
speculative subject worth considering.

Dr. Henrikson to Open
Accrediting Group
Defective Speech Clinic
Appoints Member
Dr. E. H. Henrikson asks that stu
dents interested in Speech Clinic
(English 26), see him in his office,
302 in the library, during the first
part of next week.
This is a non-credit course, dealing
with corrections in speech or voice
defect Dr. Henrikson has specialized
in speech pathology. Last year he
worked with students individually but
this year the group will work as a
whole. The course is limited to five
students each quarter.
STATE ACCOUNTANT IS VISITOR
William Hosking, state accountant,
is making an audit of the books in the
business office this week. The state
accountant visits the university yearly.

Who’s the Doormat Now?

Dr. W. R. Ames Is Chosen to Act
On State Board
Doctor W. R. Ames, professor in the
education school, has been appointed
a member of the Montana state com
mission on accrediting of the North
west Association of Secondary and
Higher Schools.
This association is the accrediting
and standardizing association of col
leges and high schools on the Pacific
coast and in the Northwest. Montana
formerly was a member of the Central
Northwest association, but recently,
due to its geographical location, it
was changed to the other group.
Dr. Ames is chairman of the com
mittee on admission and graduation.

-By Les Peters

Phi Sigma Chooses Royal Turley and
Tom Brierly as New Officers
As reveille, sounded by the trum
Of Organization
peters of the university band, floats
across the oval at 7:26 o’clock tonight
At the first fall meeting of Phi the Montana Grizzly will arise to meet
Sigma, national honorary biological the invading Cougar.
fraternity, held last Tuesday evening
At this signal the Missoula-police
in the natural science building, plans force will zoom up University avenue,
for the fall quarter activities were sirens screaming the news of the com
outlined. A picnic was scheduled for ing of the Cougar; students from the
the near future, the date to he decided dormitories will swarm to Main hall;
later by the executive committee.
the Grizzly band will play “Up With
It is hoped papers on research work Montana,” and thus will begin what is
ky active members in the fields of expected to be the biggest pre-game
home economics, zoology, bacteriology, rally In the history of the state uni
botany, forestry and pharmacy will be versity.
obtained for presentation a t the so
Led by the police, the parade will
ciety’s national convention to be held start from Main hall at 7:30 o’clock.
in St. Louis, Missouri, during the It will move down University avenne
Christmas recess. A delegate from to Gerald, where it will turn north to
this chapter will be sent to the con Sixth street, picking up the students
vention, which is held in conjunction from the fraternity and sorority
with the annual meetings of the Amer houses along the way. At Sixth street
ican Association for the Advancement the students will turn west to Higgins
of Science.
avenue where a snake dance will be
Royal Turley, botany, became presi formed to proceed north up Higgins
dent of the chapter through the resig to the old city ball park by the North
nation of Lilian Hopkins, biology. Tom ern Pacific depot.
Brierly, forestry, was elected the new
Band to Lead Students
vice-president
The band, attired in uniforms, will
follow the police. Immediately behind
the band will be the truck bearing the
captains of both the Montana and the
Washington State College teams, the
Yell king and his two yell dukes. JolInvitations Include Coast
mae Pollock, chairman of Traditions
Thirty-five Women S u c c e s s f u l l y committee, has said that po cars will
Representatives, State
Display Dramatic Talents
be allowed in the parade.
Grizzly Boosters
The M on Mount Sentinel will be
Thirty-five women were selected by lighted by the freshmen. Eighty fusees
Head Coach Douglas A. Fessenden Barnard Hewitt, dramatics director, will be used for this purpose, while
will be the honored guest at a dinner for consideration for roles in future forty-five fusees will be carried by
held in the local Presbyterian church Masquer productions following tryouts participants in the parade.
this evening at 7 o'clock. Athletic held Wednesday and Thursday after
Sullivan Will Talk
board plans are to make the dinner noons in the Little Theatre.
Planned for the program a t the bon
an annual affair.
Those named in Group A are Betty fire are talks by Johnny Sullivan,
Invitations have been extended to Joan Atwater, Ruth Christian, Doris Grizzly captain; John Bley, Cougar
Pacific Coast conference representa Clark, Margaret Clark, Jane Clow, captain; Doug Fessenden, Montana’s
tives as well as prominent state uni Margaret DeMers, Peggy Donahoe, coach, and Babe Hollingbery, W. S. C.
versity boosters throughout the state. Maxine Esgar, Elizabeth Hohn, Louise mentor.
Chairman Phil Roberts expects at Harland, Margaret Lucy, Kathryn
Yell King Ray Whitcomb and Duke
least one hundred fifty and has hopes Mellor, Dorothy Morris, Jean Nelson, Jack Hughes will lead part of the
that two hundred supporters will at Eunice Pinkney, Charlotte Randall, cheering. They will be assisted by
Marcella Wallin and Carol Wood.
tend.
Dick Stallman, Loren Hutchinson,
Group B selections were Dorothy Stanley Shaw and Jack Regan, who
W. L. Murphy will act as toast
master for the occasion. He will call Aserllnd, Elolse Edwards, Barbara will try out for the position of Yell
on Dean J. E. Miller, Dr. W. E. Jean Hayes, Helen Heidel, Virginia duke to fill the vacancy created by
Schreiber, Acting President F. C. Jones, Wlllene Jones, Helen Lane, the resignation of Nick Mariana.
Scheuch, Coach Fessenden and Oakley Jean Lewis, Marcella Mitchell, Melba Stallman, Hutchinson, Shaw and
Coffee, who will speak for the down Mitchell, Eleanor Reldy, I.aureen Regan will alternate with the regular
town businessmen. The phases of Reno, Joy Rosenberg, Patricia Ruther leaders in leading yells. Traditions
Montana athletics to be discussed will ford, Evelyn Saurey, Vernetta Shepard committee will pick the new duke by
include the football set-up from the and Verna Smith.
the showing made at the rally. John
coaches’ viewpoint as well as from the
Gravelle will lead the students in
faculty athletic committee’s point of
Students who are taking biological songs.
view.
science, social science, or humanities,
“Biggest Bonfire” Competition
Dr. Emerson Stone will lead in sing are requested to use the north stairs
With hopes of starting competition
ing, accompanied on the piano by in Main hall when going to lectures,
Lamar Dickinson. Tickets are now on and the south stairs when leaving lec between the freshman class of this
sale at the Missoula Drug company tures, in order to avoid congestion in year and those yet to come a com
mittee of students has been picked to
and students are urged to attend.
the halls.
judge and record the size of the bon
fire at this rally for comparison with
those that will follow.
“The rally will not end with the last
singing of ’Up With Montana’ tonight,”
Miss Pollock says. It will be carried
on at the game tomorrow where Stan
ley Teel, director of the Grizzly band,
H. K. Hookes, Jr., New York Representative of Booking plans to institute four novelty num
bers which will combine the music of
Agency, Releases List of Outstanding Performers
the band with the cheering of the stu
Who May Appear in Garden City
dents. Mr. Teel will start the use of
“din-music” on the kick-offs. This is
a
H. K. Hookes, Jr., New York representative of the Community con method of increasing the pep of the
cheering section. Each member of the
cert association in this district, recently announced the list of artists
band will play loudly a different tune
available to Missoula audiences.1 The association, started last year as the players start running down on
by music-loving Missoulians, in co-operation with the outside entertain the kick-off.
ment committee of the state univer-1'
Yelling System Organized
violinists; Lotte Lehmann, Grete
slty, successfully brought four musical
Stueckgold, sopranos; Nino Martini,
Ray Whitcomb has planned an or
entertainments and one lecture to Mis Giovanni Martinelli, tenors.
ganized system of yelling, combined
soula.
The Trudi Sschoop ballet and the with the use of the colored cards for
Of the following list of artists, at Maganini Chamber symphony are also forming names. He has asked that
least four, and possibly five, will be on the lis t
ail students be in the east bleachers,
brought to Missoula for the current
Final selection by the artists’ com or cheering section, by 1 o’clock in
season: Rose Bamptou, mezzo-so mittee consisting of H. G. Merriam, order that they may practice using the
prano; Bartlett and Robertson, Alex DeLoss Smith, A. B. Kimball, Mrs. N. cards.
ander Bratlowsky, Ralph Dobbs, Ignaz J. Lennes, Richard Ormsby, represent
New tills year to the student bleach
Friedman, Josef Lhevlnne, pianists; ative of the state university students, ers are the three stands in front for
Louise Bernhardt, Doris Doe, con and Mrs. C. J. Orvis, will be made as the yell leaders. The Yell king's box
tralto; Angna Enters, Carola Goya, soon, as memberships are checked and I will be provided with a loudspeaker
dancers; Charles Hackett - Agnes funds are made available.
during the game tomorrow to aid in
Davis, opera recital; Jascha Heifetz,
Students are admitted to the concert I the announcement of instructions and
Bronislaw Huberman, Ruggiero Ricci, series on their A. S. U. M. cards.
yells.

Athletic Board
Honors Coach
At Big Dinner .Future Masquers

Selected by Hewitt

Artists Available to Missoula
Concert Association Announcec
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Why Not t}ie “Student Prince”
The time is rapidly approaching when the Oval club and Directors
Barnard Hewitt and DeLoss Smith will select the light opera which they
will present as this year’s successor to the triumphal “Desert Song
which was so successful last December.
Here, indeed, will be the state university’s own production— from
cast and directors to theatre of presentation. And because we believe
that the operetta this year deserves the same fine reception that the
“Desert Song” received, we suggest that the selecting committee give
a lot of attention to the “Student Prince." Here is charm and pathos
and light romance— and here is superb music. The story of the prince
who gave up his lowly sweetheart to marry a princess is sure-fire
sentimental stuff, and, told in music, certain of a fine reception on the
campus and in Missoula.
But, no matter what the committee selects, if the same careful con
sideration precedes this year’s operetta that preceded the presentation
of “Desert Song,” it is certain that they will meet with success.
For the whole idea of a light opera was a novelty to the campus last
vear. Hi-Jinx had been growing yearly more dismal, and finally there
came the opportunity to do away with it all together, replacing it tem
porarily with an operetta. Students had thought before that no local
orchestra could be secured, that voices could not be trained, that the
music and dramatics departments might not work agreeably together
on such a co-operative venture.
Such fears were quickly dispelled when they saw their friends play
ing magnificently roles which demand real understanding and careful
treatm en t. . . We hardly need to add that we are confident the same
success will be won this year.

Call ’Em Left

Society

Well, can you hardly Imagine!
seems we aren’t nearly as anonymous
as we hoped to be. Could It be our—
pardon the adjective — "Inimitable
style”—we wonder? If that’s It, we
should better adopt a policy of not be
ing too stylish, maybe. Also we wish
to remark that criticism Is cheerfully
received; contributions, too.
This new school year Is well under
way now, what with quiz sections all
organized and fines In order for dropping-aud-addlng and the army being
drilled. Last Saturday’s Butte expedi
tion caused a dearth of excitement
hero on the campus, but this week-end
looks interesting. In case the fresh
men wonder If social activities died of
exhaustion at the close of Rush week,
we reassure them. The calendar for
the future is full of big times, and
freshmen always get around. Cheer
tip, contemporaries, oncet we was all
freshmen, and the limelight Is fickle,
don’t you know?
Coach Doug Fessenden, rah rah yah
—and a corsage to you, sir. Wednes
day night the enthralled listeners at
the Chamber of Commerce open forum
on “How to Watch a Football Qame”
presented the speaker with some love
ly flowers. (Note: To be used at the
W.S.C. funeral Saturday night The
Cougars will have to take what they
get In the floral line.)

80CIAL CALENDAR
were formally pledged Tuesday.
Friday, October 11
M C lub............. ........................ ..Mixer
Alpha Tau Omega
Saturday, October 13
Bob and Lee Stone and Archie Mc
Downtown Coaches.................... Dance Donald were dinner guests Wednes
Sigma Alpha Epsilon........- ....Fireside day.
Sigma Chi _________________ Dance
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Alpha Chi Omega
Don Pay and Louis Wynne were
A formal reception honoring Miss Wednesday dinner guests.
Edith M. Herren, the new chaperon,
was held Tuesday evening from 8 to
Sigma Nn
10 o’clock at the chapter house. Dean
Eddie Schmoll has returned from
Mary Elrod Ferguson, Eleanor Speak Chicago.
er, house president; Gladys 8wanson,
A. W. S. president, and Miss Herren
Sigma Phi Epsilon
were in the receiving line.
Tad Sanders was a Wednesday din
Actives, pledges and alumnae of the ner guest.
chapter actedjys hostesses. Mrs. War
New pledges are Charles Tousen,
ren B. Davis and Mrs. J. Rothenberg IButte; George Ruffcorn, Seattle, and
poured.
Colfax Martin, Springfield, 111.
-------I Mark D. Wilkins, travelling auditor
Alpha Delta PI
from national chapter, Is visiting at
Actives and pledges attended a buf- the house,
fet supper Monday n ig h t
____

Animal Psych
Is Chief Topic
At Convention typewriters

one of the qualified or most fit per
sons whose name Is in the unemployed
psychologists’ directory.

Sold-Rented-Repaired

Animal psychology and its lmnmediate branches was the most discussed
phase of that science at the 1935 psy
chological convention, according to
Dr. F. 0. Smith of the psychology de
partment who met with noted phychologists from all sections of the
United States at Ann Arbor, Michigan
on September 4 to 7.
Present psychological tendencies
and trends were discussed a t length.
According to attendance a t the dif
ferent meetings, abnormal and clinical
psychology were of secondary importance. Child psychology meetings at
tracted large numbers. Interest was
shown In psycholmetrical psychology
which Is a new field and deals with
the measurement of psychology.
One of the most constructive act?
adopted a t the convention was the
establishment of an employment bu
Corbin Hall
reau for the benefit of the unoccupied
Alpha Phi
Mrs. S. McKinnon and Mrs. Charles
men and women in the field of psy
Founders' Day buffet supper was | Keifenrath, Helena, were dinner
chology.
held Thursday night a t the house.
| guests of Mrs. Turner Thursday.
A canvas of the country has been
Mrs. W. L, McCallum of Great Falls
I
started by the bureau to locate any va
will be honored at a reception Sunday I
Xorth Hall
cant positions in any institutions of
afternoon from 4:30 to 6:30 o'clock,
Dean Mary Elrod Ferguson and
learning in the United States. All pos
Professor Anne Platt were Monday
sible
effort will be expended to have
Delta Delta Delta
dinner guests. An etiquette talk was
the vacancies thus located, filled by
Pat Quinn
a Wednesday night given by Miss Platt following dinner.
dinner guest.

Lister Typewriter
Service
UNDERWOOD AGENTS
187 E. Broadway

Pbone 2447

N o§anifion
"'jV o/se

j

Delta Sigma Lambda
Delta Gamma
Anders Berg, BUI Musgrove, Bob
Formal pledging was held October Lund, Francis Wemple, Bob Ogg, Jim
3 for Dorothy Bodlne, Livingston; Mercer, and BUI Niemeyer were Tues
Dorotha Buck, Stevensville; Jane Bur day dinner guests.
nett, Lewist own; Esther Cunniff,
Luncheon guests Tuesday were Cliff
Augusta; Denise Flint, Helena; Lil Cyr and Mr. G. Tucker.
lian Fullerton, Hamilton; Geraldine
Garvey, Missoula; Marjorie Heaper,
W. A. A. Tea
Missoula; Margaret Johnson, Butte;
Approximately one hundred girls atDedicated to Ed Goddard
Carollne Kennedy, Fishtail; Helen I tended the W. A. A. tea held Wed(By John Sullivan)
Lane, Butte; Doris Lockridge, Stev- nesday afternoon at the Kappa Alpha
All-Americans remind us
ensville; Mary Louise Macaulay, Mis-1 Theta house honoring freshman
We may make our lives sublime;
soula; Judy Preston, Great Falls; J women and Miss Leslie Vinal, new inAnd, departing, leave behind us
Eleanor Snyder, Great Falls, and J v k gtractor in physical education.
Cleat-marks on that map of thine.
Sullivan, Butte.
| Among those in the receiving line |
Clayetta Groff was a luncheon guest were Virginia Bode, president of W.
No longer news, but still a topic Wednesday,
A. A.; Edith Hankins, vice-president
Every year columns are written about football rallies, proclaiming of conversation is the Bobcat game |
. . .
of W. A. A.; Ada Wood, Mias Leslie j
them to be “ the greatest and best ever witnessed by the city of Mis last Saturday. The game was swell,
Kappa Alpha Theta
Vinal, and Acting Dean of Women
soula.
Each year in the past that has been the work of someone but my dee-ar, did you ever see or J pledges were invited to a buffet sup- Mary Elrod Ferguson.
attempting ,to interest the students in rallies and to get them to turn hear such a dead Special? Going over, I per Tuesday night,
out for the purpose of arousing a little school spirit and enthusiasm a few Bmall spirits arose when part j Formal pledging was held Tuesday
Mortar Board Dinner
of the band furnished music in the for Eleanor Reidy and Dorothy Gil-1 Miss Catherine White, Mortar board]
in behalf of the Grizzlies. This year there would be no need for those
baggage car, and there were, to be
(adviser, was hostess at a dinner last
columns to be written. A bare announcement that students would rally sure, a couple of fairly good yells “amnight honoring Mortar board memto the worthy cause of sending the football team into a game would But coming back was probably the
Kappa Kappa Gamma
bers. Following the dinner a business
be sufficient to attract all but a very few of the large number of Mon quietest trip in history. This will Jean Sheppard, Elaine Baskett, Effa meeting was held for the purpose of
never do! The state university has a Tltxey and Olive McLeod were Wed- the orientation of the new Mortar
tana collegians.
| |,ourj members.
Just as it could be truthfully written of the rally tonight that “it wild and wicked reputation to uphold, nesday night dinner guests.
you know.
Thursday dinner guests were Helen
Those present at the dinner were
will undoubtedly be the greatest event of its kind ever staged by Mon
Purdy, Jessie Walton and Virginia Miss White and Miss Winifred Felghtana students,” so the spirit, the eagerness, the backing, students are
Somebody picked an Ideal day for Jones.
ner, members and advisers of Mortar
giving their team could be described as the greatest exhibition of the game, and the weather man cer
board, and the following student mem
tainly co-operated. We had fun watch
enthusiasm and loyalty ever seen on the campus..
Sigma Kappa
bers : Betty Ann Poileys, Mary Kohn,
All this spirit has not “just happened.” It has come as the result of ing people flit around grinning a t Winifred Keyes was a guest a t din- j Winifred Keyes and Lillian Hopkins,
other people—the bands doing their ner Wednesday.
careful and definite planning over a period of years. There was a
Missoula; Virginia Bode, Butte; Edith
best and looking plenty fine—trying to
Irene Marceau, Butte; Dorothy | Hankins, Judith Gap; Elisabeth Schu
time years ago when college students went to rallies quite naturally find a place to eat—catching the
Campbell, Butte; Lura Fukes, Troy, bert, Great Falls; Eleanor Speaker,
and took every possible chance to show that they were behind their wrong street car—and no mud. Hm,
and Mary Catherin. Mee, Anaconda. | Livingston, and Dorothea Appelqulst,
team and school. But, with the advent of a new era of collegiatism upon reading this over it sounds
’
n e r.;111
and its attendant sophistication and careful avoidance of anything the slightly double-jointed; we were me the impression for several weeks that
andering.
Dornblaser Field was a human being.
least bit high-schoolish, even the finest of university traditions dis
Maybe a third cousin once removed to
appeared and the words school spirit were devoid of meaning. What One of the prettiest pictures we’ve
Mr. Field Museum.
had before sprung up with the growth of universities and the advent ever seen was sketched when the par
CLEAN and PRESS
of football rivalry had to be brought about in a different manner. achute cannon-balls began to flutter
No names mentioned* but we were
A period of pioneering was undertaken. Some students on the Mon down. Once all three pennants were informed there's something subtle
CLOTHES
in
a
straight
line,
almost
as
though
about
a.
professor
giving
students
tana campus have been for years attempting to bring about some
—at—
they had been drawn there. Then the apples to polish, instead of vice versa!
method whereby school spirit could be aroused. It was only about
blue and gold one wafted down slowly Would you say subtle or merely
two years ago that the Downtown Coaches club was organized. There out of sight, then the copper-silver- funny?
have been other things working toward the same goal and the spirit gold, and last the Stars and Stripes. And while apples are on the tongue,
and determination of Montana’s 1935 football team has led the way Against the blue sky they looked beau It would be all right to give out a bit
l’liqne 2508
Ml W. Main
to a new period of enthusiasm. Perhaps the students should have led tifully vivid. We wondered what lucky of philosophy—“Do not let a little
WE CALL FOR AND DELITER
the football team, but, no matter, the end is accomplished. The work little boys claimed them somewhere thing like finding half a worm In your
outside the field, after running blocks. apple bother you, because why should
of years will be realized tonight at the rally and will usher in the begin
you care if you’re not a vegetarian?"
ning of a period of almost unbelievably strong loyalty to school and
Did you ever see so many sad-lookteam and traditions.
ing chrysanthemums in one place?
Apologies for consistently harping
There will be more than hollow words and sham acting at the The idea and the stem remained, even on the late Rush week—this slip is
parade tonight. It will be the real thing, gripping and powerful. though the petals fell off, like so too good to let pass, in the night or
othewlse. We heard that a certain ini
Students will thrill to the name of their university and cheer for their many grade points.
tiate of the A.T.O. gang tried to spike I
team and the new spirit which has at last broken out of its shell.
Have you met Mr. Porn Maser Field!
ilurn who visited at the house. After
A certain newcomer to our Alma handing him the best line available, he
Mater had the football stadium pointed found out in the course of days that
out to her but she was looking at a
rushee had long been a brother in
Daily the local newspapers and other state publications have jammed man at the moment. So she was under the bonds.
At last we have received a con
tribution! But we are trying to do a
sandwich job with It, because how can
we know what the Cougars do,to them
as take a slam at their big shots?
Hiding below is the contribution, and
remember. It's because we promised
to print ’em:

Where Charm
Is Beauty
RCfl VICTOR
MAGIC BRAIN
AUTO RADIO

The New Montana Spirit Arrives

Our careful artistry
brings to you the real
ization of your true
charm.

The "Magic Brain" directs Hm op
eration of Hm RCA Victor Auto
Rodio a s a whole. A special Igni
tion Noise Filter eliminates engine
noise. The Powertron gives extra
tube performance.
Here at last Is Auto Radio that
gives higher fidelity of tone, more
stations, easier control and frea*
dom from noise.
Come in— hear Auto Radio at its
best. Four models,
each complete with
RCA Radio Tubes.
$ 4 § KQ ■

AUrn’a
(Charm
S d jn p p e

Easy Terms

Dickinson Piano Co.

We Know How to

Harry’s Tailor
• Shop

BERKSHIRE

HOSE

A Boost for Intramural Athletics

their sports pages with pre-gapie ballyhoo and forecasts as to the
ultimate score of the Grizzly-Cougar clash, due to match wits and
brawn tomorrow Photographs and intimate biographical sketches of
outstanding members of both teams have been featured until every
football fan is as familiar with the individuals as are their daily as
sociates. The Kaimin has endeavored likewise to provide its readers
with as much data concerning the 23-year old classic as have its
rivals, but feels that it has erred in not giving greater space to another
phase of university athletics.
In today s issue appears an item announcing the resumption of the
intramural sports program next Monday. That announcement no
doubt carries much more significantly to the average campus student
than does the big game tomorrow. However much we ourselves
enjoy watching a varsity football game we are forced to admit that
we consider a sports program intended to benefit the majority of the
students, athletically inclined but not sufficiently adept physically to
Participate in varsity athletics, of greater importance.
The state university student body is indeed fortunate that the de
partment of physical education has realized this necessity for providing
the average man and woman with the opportunity for healthful exer
cise. I he thrill of yelling for the varsity can only be paralleled by
active participation and this has been provided by means of the intramural athletic program.
If the present price of hogs makes pigskin come so high it will raise
the football ticket rates, we’ll howl as loud as the other customers.

Thi Featured hose
because

Beat Washington State’s Cougars
Stop and Fill Your Car With

TEXACO FIRE-CHIEF
at

Tommy Thompson’s

Main and i’aflcc

Downtown

—Duro-Toe
Saves your sheers! A new
side - front reinforcement
where shoes usually rub.

—Forward-Arch
For a pretty curve! Note
narrowing stitches drawn
forward a full Inch from

3— Deeper Ileel-Cup

'k \L Y s P ^

Fits your foot firmly. Never
bunches up inside your shoe.

FOR ACTIVE SPORT WEAR—

CAMPUS
SWEATERS
Brushed wools for men and women
Warm, soft woolen twin set sweaters at u price range from

$1.95 to $2.95
Single sweaters in range from 59c to $2.95
M cCRACK EN’S STORES

All Fall Shades

79c 41.00-$1.35

Cinderella
Shoppe

cotx '5

The SPORT SHOP

Montana Ready for
Friday, October I I , 1935
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Grizzlies Out for Win
Over Strong Opponents
In Sell-Out Grid Battle

Pictured above arc a few of the men who will
carry the hopes of thousands of Grizzly fans in the
battle against the Cougars of Washington State on
Dornblaser field tomorrow. Among the linemen
expected to halt the fleet Pnllman backs are Cap
tain John Sullivan, guard; Louis Hardsell, tackle,
and Bob Breen, center, who will be playing their
lost conference game against the Holllngberycoached team, and Leonard Noyes, guard; Koy

-

Babich and Bob Cosgrove, tackles. Don Holmqulst
may be ont of the backfield with Injuries, but Herb
Brandenburg will probably be at the wing position
when the two teams line up tomorrow. Cliff Olson
Is another backfield man who Is expected to bring
misery to the Cougars tomorrow. Henry Blastlc
will be closely watched by Washington State tacklers attempting to prevent a repetition of his 96-yard
run made last time the two teams met here in 1988.

t a c k le-

Sporty Vents

jo h u

SU U UVAU -CUARO

Ring Is Aiding First Net Tourney
Ex-Mate Doug Scheduled Tuesday
In Grid Duties
Men Interested Requested to Sign
Entry List Before Monday

<&-

Pullman Team, Intent on Climbing Step Nearer Pacific Large Crowd
Coast Conference Championship, Will Meet
Is Anticipated
Determined Band of Warriors
This Saturday

CAPrAlU

Coaches Played With Same
College Team; Frosh
Leader Leaving

The first fall tennis tournament for
men, including both singles and
doubles events, to be held a t the state
university will be staged next Tues
day, October 15, Robert Zeidler, minor
sports manager, has announced. A
university tennis belt will be awarded
to the winner of the singles contest
Those interested are requested to
sign the entry list posted on the bul
letin board to the left of the locker
room door in the men’s gymnasium.
The deadline for .entries is Monday
noon after which time the tournament
schedule will be drawn up.

There is only one topic of conversa of the team is because, it is rumored,
George Ring, who is serving as
tion in Missoula. It is the coming he wouldn’t walk across the street if freshman football coach while on sab
Washington State-Montana game to it was raining gold pieces on the other batical leave from Austin high school
morrow. Fans who witnessed the side.
In Chicago, will return there following
o—O—o
University Students Must Sit contest two years ago were thrilled
the completion of the present grid
from start to finish. From tlie first
If student opinion has anything to season, It was learned this morning.
In New Bleachers
ing for a light workout and rest in$--------------------- — -------------------whistle the game was the most excit do with the outcome of the game the
Ring, a graduate of the University
preparation for their first engagement tims. The sincerest hope of the fans
ing demonstration of spine-tingling Congars might just as well have left of Illinois, played halfback for three
On East Side
here since 1933.
thrills ever seen on the local field.
is to give Babe Hollingbery a head
their team in Pnllman and sent a years with Doug Fessenden, head
The Cougars have moved through ache seven points worse than he re
o—O—o
group of their Intercollegiate Knights coach a t the state university.
All state university students will be
their first three games with machine- ceive'd two years ago when the Coug seated on the east side of Dornblaser
Stanley Teel, director of the Grizzly
This year’s game has all the indica to see If they can’t figure out a few
Following his graduation, Ring went
like precision and will be as close to ars Went home a little less cocky and field for the Washington State college tions of equalling that now historic stunts to amnse the fans. Here are a to Seattle where he served as head band, has announced the final selec
perfection as a team can be, aided by wiser than when they arrived.
game tomorrow according to an an contest. Both teams ore resplendent few opinions on the outcome:
coach at Queen Anne’s high school for tion of members. The first band prac
a slow, careful building-up process
Evelyn Hughes—“The Grizzlies will one year, later going back to Chicago tice was held last Monday.
nouncement made yesterday. The en with stars that can break np a ball
Probable Starting Linenps.
that has proved the worth of their
tire west grandstand which formerly game any time. Ed Goddard has his win 18-7.” When asked on what she to take the leadership at Austin high
.Montana
Washington State
players. They are pointing for the Hartsell ................ ;....................... Brett has been open to student use will be match in broken-field running In based her opinion the reply was, “Oh, school.
“big push" that will take them to
occupied by reserved seat and gen “Poppo” Popovich who twists like a just because.”
Austin high school, with Ring coach
Left End
Coast conference football heights, with Babich ........ ............................Bley (c) eral admission patrons.
o—O—o
corkscrew when he gets Into the open.
ing, has won the district championship
the Washington Huskies as the focal
Several others could give no other several times, a feat which had not
The east side bleachers were con For sheer running power and line
Left Tackle
point of their attack.
N oyes.............. ...... ........................Jones structed last year in order to accom crashing the Grizzlies will toss their reason than “because” or that the been accomplished for 17 years before
modate increased crowds and will be other star sophomore, Paul Szakach, Grizzlies had a good team this year. his appointment as coach.
Fear GrizzUes
Left Guard
Ring is taking post-graduate work
But, blocking them from that goal is
........ Smith supplemented for Saturday’s game by at the Staters’ forward line. The Burly Among them are:
the addition of temporary bleachers. Chicago charger Is hard to stop when
at the state university and helping his
Nate Provinse—“Grizzlies, 18-12.”
Center
the new Montana team. Games in Mis
The additional seats are those used in under way, which, Incidentally, doesn’t
former team-mate, Fessenden, by
Harold Shaw—“Grizzlies, 18-7.”
soula have always been tongh for the
the gymnasium during basketball take him long. Triple-threat Hank . Elizabeth Tracy—“Grizzlies, 18-0.”
coaching the freshmen and scouting
Right Guard
Cougars and tomorrow’s fray will be
the Grizzlies’ future opponents.
no exception. Not too lightly are they Cosgrove .............................. .....Scbeyer season. The permanent seating ac Blastic is one of the best money play Lois Black—“Montana, 27-7.”
commodations on the east side are ers on the team. When the going gets
o—O—o
taking the Grizzlies. There is still the
Right Tackle
so here are a few more for this week.
Other opinions are:
memory of that sunny afternoon of Brandenburg .................. ........ Allen ample for a crowd of 750 to 800 foot tough, so does Hank. The Cougars
ball fans and enough extra seats will who played In the game two years ago
Oregon State over Gonzaga (they
two years ago when Washington State,
Right End
Montana will score once and hold
outplayed and outfought, left the field, Blastic ................................ ....Goddard be added to permit an additional 700 will bear testimony to this fact. Bias- the Cougars scoreless."—Mel Maury. fooled us last week); California over
to
view
the
game.
University
students
tie took one of their kickoffs and
Quarterback
the winner by a small six-point mar
Montana will win, 7-6.”—Morris Mc Oregon (so did California); Stanford
are requested to go through the gate measured off 96 yards before he was Collum.
over U. C. L. A. (good old Stanford);
gin. The fact that they have arrived
by the men’s gymnasium in order to stopped on the two-yard line.
Left Halfback
a full day ahead of the time they have
“There will be an 18 point total.”— Illinois over U. S. C.; Utah over Mon
reach
their
bleachers.
No
students
o—O—o
tana State; Idaho over Whitman; St.
come in previous years Indicates that
Joe Mariana.
will be permitted to sit in the main
Washington State did not show any
Right Halfback
they are expecting a tough battle.
“Montana, 19-7, we are that good.”— Mary’s over College of Pacific; Santa
grandstand on their. A. S. U. M. cards. of the pre-season weaknesses in any Marg Mumm.
Clara over Fresno; San Francisco uni
With the Montana team a t full
Advance ticket sales indicate that a of their games so far. The only ragged
Fullback
strength they are capable' of giving
"Montana will win, 19-7, because the versity over Nevada, and Montana over
capacity
crowd
.will
be
on
hand
and
department
in
their
play
has
been
the
W.
S. C.
any team in the conference a real ball
players look awfully good in practice.”
should the weather be favorable a over-eagerness of the linemen to get —Kay Thurston.
game. Montana, however, is finding
probable
shortage
of
room
will
result.
into
the
other
team’s
backfield
before
that it takes more than two teams to
"Montana, 7-0. They have to. That’s
the ball has been snapped. Most my number in a pool.”—Walt Wil
produce a winning combination. Not
coaches count this as a virtue in early liams.
since the first day of practice have the
games if it doesn’t occur too often.
Montanans been at their full power.
“There will not be a touchdown dif
PREPARE YOUR CAR FOR COLD WEATHER
It shows that the linemen are not sit ference either way.”—W. D. Murray.
Tomorrow’s game will find the home Lettering and Numbering on Aisles
ting back on their haunches and wait
Facilitates Ushering
team’s ranks sadly depleted by in
“Montana will win, 14-7.”—Pete
Hockey practice will begin Tuesday, ing for the ball to be snapped.
juries and, to a squad of Montana’s
Meloy.
o—0—o
Under the supervision of Willis October 16, as a part of the extensive
size, this can only mean that the play
Washington State will win, 9-7."—
program
planned by W. A. A. for fall
Speaking of lines, Washington State Charlie Munson.
ers who are in the game will have to Avery, several improvements have
quarter. An inter-class hockey tour always has the best line that the Griz
been
made
on
the
bleachers
at
Dorawork harder to make the showing ex
o—O—o
blaser field during the summer. The nament will be held at .the end of the zlies meet all year. They are wellpected from them.
Last week we picked a few choices
reserved section seats have received a quarter. The schedule for hockey will drilled in fudamentals and charge as a of our own and “put the paper to bed”
Injuries Take Many
be Tuesday and Thursday at 4 o’clock unit, not as most lines do—one or two
with the high and mighty feeling that
Charles Whittinghill, Chuck Wilcox double coating of gray paint and each and Wednesday at 5 o’clock.
South Higgins at Sixth
a t a time.
if we couldn’t write a column, we
and Don Holmqulst are players who seat Is numbered. The aisles are let
Special emphasis is being placed on
o—O—o
could at least pick winners of the
are lost to the Grizzlies for Saturday’s tered alphabetically to facilitate seat athletics for women this year, not only
Their line this year is big, fast and games scheduled on that Saturday.
ing.
game. All three are lettermen and
The east side, or students’ section, for freshmen and sophomores, but experienced. It is built around Stan When the smoke had cleared we found
their loss will be felt when replace
also
for
upper
class
women,
who
are
Smith,
huge Texan, who is as equally that we couldn’t pick winners either.
ments are needed to turn back the has also been painted and the center being encouraged to represent their
adept at offensive play as he is on the But we only missed three out of ten
section seats are numbered in rows of
Cougars. Three of the first four backs
classes
in
the
various
sports.
defensive against passes. Smith plays
50 seats each. This was done at the
are nursing injuries that will impair
close to the line and swings out to
request of Joimae Pollack, head of
their usual playing ability.
cover short passes behind the fullback
FIRST RIFLE CLUB MEET
Traditions committee. This center sec
Milton Popovich, Paul Szakach and
FASHION CLUB
when a toss is indicated. There is
tion will be used for card demonstra
Rod Welsh have worked all this week
Members of the Forestry rifle club another Texan on the team that is the
tions during football games.
CLEANERS
without scrimmaging. Lacking ade
will hold the first meeting of the year equal of Ed Goddard in the kicking
quate replacements their injuries will
EXCELLENT SERVICE
at the forestry building library Friday department. He is Tex Magness. Tex
force a load on already weary shoul
Phone 2261
a t 7 o'clock. Business of the evening kicks them high and far. The only
ders.
will include organizing for the year’s reason he isn’t an outstanding member
Want Scoreboard Win
work, discussing plans for rifle
The Grizzlies, however, are far from
mateheB to be held during the year,
forlorn. Never before has such a pre Six Hundred and Sixty-five Men
and introductory talks to new mem
game spirit been shown either on the
Register In Army Course
bers.
field or around the campus. The
power of.Washington State is not un
Sergeant Clarence W. Peterson, as
"Montana will win, I J u s t know it.’’
der estimated. Neither is it feared. sistant in military science and tactics, —Marlon Mix.
The feeling that the Grizzlies have an announced Wednesday th at registered
excellent chance for victory is shown students in the R. 0. T. C. courses now ------------ -■--------------------------— -i
by the advance ticket Bale, Indicating numbered 665 students, an increase of
a complete sell-out and establishing 100 over the registration for the
A LARGER
an attendance mark surpassing that of autumn quarter in 1984.
any athletic contest held in Missoula
Of the total number of students
HAMBURGER
for years.
signed up for R. O. T. C. training, 406
and
No m atter what the outcome of the are freshmen or first year men, 231
game, fans are assured of a real con are second year men and 28 Btudents
BETTER BEER
test. The Grizzlies are out for a score- are enrolled in the advanced military
at the
board victory. Montana players and training courses.
Montana tans are tired of moral vic
Registration last year for the
tories. They are out to shoot the courses totaled 666, with 379 freshmen,
139 W. Main
IN THE CENTER OF TOWN
works and have picked the toughest 163 sophomores, 13 juniors and 10
team In the Northwest as their vic- seniors.

Intent on moving another step closer to the conference champion'
ship when they meet Coach Doug Fessenden’s scrapping Grizzlies
before a sell-out crowd on Dornblaser field at 2 o’clock tomorrow
afternoon, the Washington State Cougars arrived in Missoula this morn

Dornblaser Field
Bleachers Painted Women Hockey Stars

SEE STAN SM ART

Are Urged to Report

Fire Chief Gasoline
Havoline and Texaco Motor Oil
Motor Gear Grease
Leading Anti-Freezes

Wear Them Rough This Fall

R. 0. T. C. Class'
Enrollment Up 100

HIGHLANDER
. . . a l l around!

Missoula Club

He Who
Knows the
Flavor of

Can Order
With
Assurance

SU IT S AND
OVERCOATS
In Rough Textures are the Vogue

siS-50»* 30°°

BARNEY’S
Men's Clothing

J
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Henrikson Sends
Son Says
Trial Policing Extra-Curricular
Informality Is Native
Corbin Hall Elects Houses Start 1935
Letters on Debate
Activities Sought
Grizzlies Better
Barrett President Touch Schedule
Plan
Adopted
For Class of ’39
Than Troy Men
With Two Games Supreme at M
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Dance Tonight

Bartley, Hankins, Wood and Berland
To Fill Other Positions

Autumn Interfraternity Sport Begins
Monday Afternoon; Seven
Virginia Barrett, Big Sandy, was
Appointed Referees
Corduroy and Cotton Reign
chosen president of the Corbin Hall
club Tuesday night at the annual elec
At Lettermen’s Affair
Interfraternity touch football com
tion. Miss Barrett won the election
In Gymnasium
petition for the 1936 season will get
over six candidates who had been pre
under way Monday afternoon at 4:05
viously nominated by a nominating
o’clock when Phi Delta Theta meets
Corduroy and gingham will be the
committee. Members of the nominat
Delta Sigma Lambda and Sigma Nu official costumes worn by the school
ing committee included the Corbin
plays Sigma Alpha Epsilon to start spirited students attending the feat
hall leaders, Elizabeth Cooney, Great
the annual drive for the Intramural ured M club mixer tonight The first
Falls; Helen Pechiarch, Klein; Mar
sports championship.
all-school dance of the year will be as
garet Ann Brome, Butte; Helen Wil
Final arrangements for the season Informal as father taking off his shoes
son, Great Falls; Alice Berland,
Brady; Alberta Wickware, Valier. were made at a recent meeting of the in the living room, and students com
ing in any semblance of dress regalia
Betty Atwater, Bozeman, was also a team managers.
William Wagner, Charles Zimmer will be more out of place than a tuxmember of the nominating committee.
Kathleen Bartley, Great Falls, was man, Doug Brown, Edward Gedgoud, edo-ed bum catching a freight train.
“Familiarity may breed contempt,
elected vice-president of the dorm Archie McDonald, Robert Vogel and
itory. Other officers elected were Roger Grattan were selected for ref but not when it is Informal," said John
Sullivan, president of the club, yester
Edith Hankins, Judith Gap, secretary; erees.
Important rules which were adopted day, In promising that the affair would
and Winogene Wood, Libby, treasurer.
Alice Berland, Brady, is representative include that a team shall consist of be the best of Its kind ever staged and
nine men. A team minimum for play undoubtedly one of the most memor
to Associated Women Students.
ing a game is seven men. If both able dances of the entire school year.
Traditions committee has decided
Arthur Caven, a former Grizzly ath teams have fewer than seven men
letic star who was graduated with the ready for play, the game shall count that the big rally tonight is to be a
as
a
loss
to
both
teams.
A
team
that
no-dress affair so the M club followed
class of 1935, is now in Chicago.
is more than 15 minutes late shall for suit by declaring the dance informal
to the 'nth degree, students going
feit the game.
Patronize Kalinin Advertisers.
Quarters shall be eight minutes directly to the affair from the parade.
long with an intermission of one min
In addition to having an enjoyable
ute between the first and second quar time, those attending will be aiding
ters and between the third and fourth the worthy cause of Montana athleUcs.
quarters with a five minute rest All proceeds are used by the M club
PORTRAITS — FRAMES
period between the second and third to provide scholarships to meritorious
KODAK FINISHING
Montana athletes. Without this help,
quarters.
Equipment shall consist of old they would find it more to their ad
Wilma Bldg. — Phone 58(H
clothes without padding, and tennis or vantage to go to larger schools where
street shoes without cleats, spikes, all expenses would be paid in excaulks or hobnails. No equipment I change for ringing a bell after the
which may be injurious to any player 5 o’clock class.
Dances in the- past have been ex
will be permitted.
Players who have received their ceptionally good when sponsored by
Drop In a t the
numerals in freshman football, or men the M club and the one tonight will
who have played with the Grizzlies in }be no exception. Les Smith and his
some game shall be ineligible. Those | collegiate orchestra, one of the out
who are out for freshman football standing dance bands in the North
shall be ineligible for the time being, west, will furnish the music. Noted
but as soon as George Ring, Cub for their tuneful arrangements, the
for your
coach, selects his 33 players, those band has recently returned from a
who have been eliminated will be long summer engagement at Boise,
FAVORITE DRINKS
eligible.
Idaho.
and SANDWICHES

Ace Woods Studio

After the Game

HOLLYOAK
DRUG STORE
Your friendly Student
and Neighborhood s
Drug Store

Work Is Begun
Cindering Track
For Next Spring
Coney Island Stand

SOMETHING N EW ..
AND DIFFERENT IN
LIGHT LUNCHES

Sixth and Higgins

llllllllllllliH

GRIZZLIES...
Take W.S.C. Like One of Our

“WHOOPIES”
Will Take You

I H. 0 . Bell Company i
Only at

Higgins and Pine Street

Are you able to buy those
nationally famous

GOLD STRIPE
KAYSER
SILK HOSE

Starting off with leading factors fa
vorable, the track on Dornblaser field
should be in excellent condition early
next spring. A carload of cinders has
arrived to enable NYA and athletic
board workers to start resurfacing
(work which is necessary every year.
I For several years it has been diffi
cult to collect cinders enough to re
surface the track but with one carload
on hand already, work should progress
rapidly. Last year work was hurried
throughout the spring period as no
cinders were available for work dur
ing the fall.
Work on the track will start within
I a few days as all available help is now
employed In preparing the intramural
field north of the library for touch
football. With that out of the way, all
student workers will be shifted to the
track where the cinders will be un
loaded and screened. Clay must be
hauled onto the track from nearby
pits and mixed with the cinders. The
resulting mixtnre will be spread even
ly over the track to a thickness of
nearly an inch. Early next spring the
mixture will be well raked to get it
perfectly level. After being leveled it
will be dragged until fairly firm, then
alternately dragged and rolled each
day throughout the season. By Interscholastic track meet the track will be
one of the fastest in the country.

Boggs Predicts Montana Team
Will Have Place on Football
Map This Season
“The University of Southern Cali
fornia was just lucky to win the game
with Montana/’ said B. Beggs of Los
Angeles while he watched the Grizzlies
practice yesterday. Mr. Beggs,
who is traveling through Montana, ad
mitted that, although he is a native
son of Southern California, he thought
the “Montana boys” deserved to win.
'The Grizzlies had some tough
breaks,” he said. “Yes, California did
too, but not as many as the team from
Montana. From the first few minutes
of play half of the fans in the stands
were all for the Grizzlies. We really
wanted to see them win.”
When asked about the Montana
players as Individuals the Grizzly
boosler replied, “I didn’t see any of
them pull a boner. There wasn't a
flaw in any part of the team. Popovich
is a real football man but he also had
a good line In front of him and fine
support in the backfield. Man for
man, Montana’s team was the best on
the field. Even the U. S. C. fresh re
serves couldn’t handle them as they
normally do small schools.”
Beggs regretted that he is unable to
be here for the Washington State game
tomorrow. He predicted that the Griz
zlies will get on the football map this
fall and that Washington State may
find Montana much tougher than
usual.

Whatta Life!
Campus Charlies Are Due
For a Miserable Existence.
Tabulations Predict

Messages Dispatched to High School*
In League Concerning Subject

For U Games

Central Board Committee Asks Aid
Letters on debate are going out to
Of Organizations In Placing
accredited high schools of the state
Of First Year Stndents
during this week, according to Pro
System of Handling Traffic
fessor E. H. HenrikBon. The proposed
The extra-curricular activities com
Through Directed Group
subject Is: “Resolved; That the Sev
mittee Is commencing its work, ac
Made Permanent
eral States Should Enact Legislation
cording to Arthur Kullman, Miles City, Providing for a System of Complete
chairman of the group. The commit
After a trial period of a year, polic tee was created by Central board last Medical Service Available to AH Cit
ing of the football field and direction spring In order to encourage freshman izens at Public Expense.”
The Montana High School Debate
of traffic to and from the field by a to engage In outside activities In addi
definite group of R. 0. T. C. sopho tion to their studies. In addition to league is divided Into several districts
mores has been made a permanent the chairman the committee consists throughout the state and during the
school year eliminations are held. The
policy by the state university. _
of Dorothy Griffin, Billings; William
Previous to last year, policing of the Blaskovlch, Anaconda, and George finals are held in Mlssonla during the
Interscholastic meet.
field was carried on by an organized
Neff. Missoula.
This year high schools will be furgroup of R. O. T. C. men. Last fall
“Each year in the past there have
officers of the R. O. T. C. decided upon
few"studenta ac.tlve in j Dialled considerable free material
been a very
through the courtesy of the American
a method of policing whereby a*def
numerous campus
I Medical association. American Dental
inite, directed group of volunteers’ I the
The rest arc content .to sit idly by ana
working on a systematic and organmore industrious studenta to association. Julius RosenwaId Poliak
lzed plan policed the field. Men doing ]
„ Kullman saW. ~n is eaaler foundation, and the Metropolitan Life
the work were to be paid a small fee. to ‘get Into' things at the beginning I Insurance company.
Captain A. E. Rothermfch said, in
of one’s college career M time, ptm.es
MeIvIn DavieB. a graduate of the
speaking of the organized patrol, “Last it
becomes increasingly difficult to do
, , . ,
u«a ! pharmacy school, who has been eroyear for the first time crowds at the so Much of the
best of college life
.
_ .u. . #
games were handled in a systematic tis missed. ,by those
K
oM./ianta who
who iaii
fail *'ploy©d
by
students
3
* the Rexall drug company of
1
7
„
. . _
Whitehall, for the past two years, has
manner, traffic was handled efficiently to
enter into extra-curricular activ-1 ™imcuo" ' w
1
t* ,
. _cently accepted employment with
and a minimum of confusion was
Ities.”
the Hughes drug company of Bridger.
noticed. The new plan does not call
Letters urging the various fratern
for a great number of men as did the ities and sororities and the independ
Patronize Kalinin Advertisers.
old plan, under which there were ents to co-operate with the committee
often so many men on the field that are now being written and mailed.
they got in each other’s way.”
Men selected to act as a patrol for
the game with Washington State Sat
urday are: Second Lieutenant W.
25 11)9. Carrots
Charles Bell, who will be in charge
of the men; R. B. Young, 8. Rafferty.
25 lbs. Onions
Several alumni of the state univer-1
0. Roholt, R. Mountain, C. E. Flint, sity witnessed the game played be
25 lbs. Potatoes
L. Hayes, W. VanNoy, I. W. Wllk, A. tween the Grizzlies and the University
25 lbs. Cabbage
N. Quam, J. C. McDonald and P. J. of Southern California two weeks ago
Preston, traffic direction.
and reports from them as to the show-1
— ALL FOR —
J. Harrison, L. M. Yates, H. Taylor, ing made by the Montana squad have
D. McPherron, A. C. Johnson, J. M. been received on the campus.
Garrison, H. C. Stockman and N. New
Jay E. 'McCarthy, formerly a pre
ton will be stationed on the field.
medical student here with the class of 1
. ...................—
1927. said, “The U. S. C. game a t the)
,
,
Coliseum was a real, struggle. The I

Grad Lauds Montana's
Team for Performance

SPECI AL!

$ 1.00

It may be the woman who pays, but
it will probably be the man who prays
that is, if he wants a date this quar- ThctC l
P h i PlQtlS
Montana team shone. I am sure they
r.
Latest tabulations of figures
!have a great season ahead of them.” I
show that there is more than a man
IMcCarthy is now with the medical de-1
and a half to every woman enrolled
Theta Sigma Phi, women’s Journal- partment of the Los Angeles county I
in the Montana knowledge factory.
.
,m
j
__ may not mean that .w*
meeting relief administration.
This
may or
the | ism
_ society,. held
. . its first
..................
women can have one-half again as of the year In the Journalism building
Tuesday
n
ight
Betty
Parker
many dates as the men and a 50 per
rice-president
replacing
cent better time as well. Working on elected
the same theory, one female may not Donna Hoover, who was graduated,
Plans
were
made
for
initiation
of j
be able to wear a pin and a half but
STUDENTS
ANYTDttt
if they would work in pairs It might pledges the latter part of this month. I
Finest in Entertainment
be possible for two of them to share Initiates will be Betty Parker, Dorothy
At Lowest Local Prices!
Griffin, Virginia Sh&nley, Marjorie
three Greek emblems.
Anyway it looks like another Nelson, and Virginia Hamblet A party
Frida
j and Saturday, OcLll-12
drought year and the campus Charlies is scheduled for some time next month
Bock Jones
may again be driven to enlist the com in honor of freshmen women in the
panionship of the feminine beer school of journalism.

Bitter Root Market

SigTtlCt
f 0 U0H Initiation Soon

j
j

COMMUNITY
15c:
“ S T O N E of S IL V E R C R E E K ”

jockeys from across the river.

Sophomore Honoraries
Sponsor Novel Dance
Varsity Ball, a mixer sponsored by
Bear Paws and Spurs will be held for
the first time in the men’s gymnasium
Friday, October 18.
Members of the two sophomore hon
orary organizations will have charge
of’tickets which will be on sale sev
eral days before the dance. The tick
ets will be miniature copper, silver
and gold footballs with streamers and
are designed to be worn by students I
several days before the dance. Pro-1
ceeds of this dance will be for-the
benefit of the football team. Les Smith
and his orchestra will furnish the
music.

John Curtis, formerly editor of the
Montana Kalinin, is now an Associated
Press staff writer, stationed at Santa
Fe, New Mexico.

SDHPHISE SITE—SAT., 9 P JL
Starting Sunday—Oct* IS
TWO FEATURES

Nancy Carroll - Geo. Morphy
“ I’ L L L O V E Y O U A L W A Y S ”

K O D A K FIN IS H ER S

— fo r—

Jean Arthur— Victor Jory

P A R T IC U L A R P E O P L E

McKay Art Co.

“ P A R T Y W IR E ”
BOTH OUTSTANDING HITS!

THE STORE FOR MEN

CORRECT JEWELRY
adds the olive to tko

S ARTORI AL
C O C K T A I L

• • * A man lefts his appearance
above the commonplace by a
careful selection of smart jewelry
a ccessories. Right now, that
smartest of all tie holders —- the
Swank Cravat Chain appears with
a man’s own initials; adding the
personal touch — keeping the tie
correctly draped.

Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Mollett of Kan
sas were recent visitors of Dean and
Mrs' C. E. Mollett.

Patronize Knliufn Advertisers.

Bring
TRAM P SHOES
Here

and

85c • $1.00 • $1.15 -$1.25-$1.35 -$1.65

CHANGE YOUR
PERSONALITY WITH
YOUR HAT!

— Also —

FABRIC GLOVES
By

KAYSER
All the new fall colors

Your shoes cun be In al
most any stale of dilap
idation) but our expert
repair work will put
them back on your feet.
Best materials) whileyou-walt service and low
prices always.

Y OUNGREN
SHOE S H O P
RAY P. WOODS
In Basement of Higgins Black

You can look intrig uingly
different, fresh and smart
by simply changing your
hat I And since fashion be
lieves in a lot of change*,
we've developed a hat for
every mood or occasion,
casual, sporty or dressy.
And priced them so low that
you'll see at a glance . . .
• If Pays to (hop at

I P E N M E Y 'S I

A double edged word, with us I
In our Friendly shoes, for instance, it means giving you first
style you like the looks of; keen Custom lasts, smart English
,
toes, dressy French toes, authentic sports
Ip V
styles.
And it means quality in the tilings you can’t
acv — finest leather soles and uppers, finely
woven linings. We’d like you to investigate
Th« JARMAN
for yourself — while our stocks are still
'TRIENDLy
complete.
Shot

$1

W E W IL L B E C LO S E D S A T U R D A Y
From 2 to 5 for ills Foothntl Game
OPEN FROM 5 TO S

GEO. T. HOWARD

THE STORE FOR MEN

The set illustrated shows the
three-initial Cravat Chain with
one of many harmonising Swank
Collar H olders. ..........—Sat, $2.00
Cravat Chain, with your own
initials...................
........ $1.00
Collar Holder .
$1.00

I
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Dance at Avalon
Saturday Boosts
U Athletic Cause
Downtown Coaches Urge Students
To Attend Affair Featuring
Popular Orchestra
As a climax to this week’s booster
entertainment, a dance will be given
tomorrow night at the Avalon spon
sored by the Downtown Coaches club.
"All university students and other
supporters of Grizzly athletics are
urged to attend In order that the
Downtown Coaches club may be able
to make the affair a real success/’ said
Chris Boding, chairman of the'dance
committee.
“We are sponsoring the dance
wholly to assist the university athletic
program and It should be considered
as a worthy cause by the student
body. Montana can’t have winning
teams without backing so help us
along by attending the dance," added
Boding.
Les Smith’s dance band with Billie
Smith as a feature, will furnish the
music.

Dr. Simmons Talks
At Barb Gathering
Independents Hare Largest Meeting
In History of Organization
Success looms for the Barbs this
year after having one of the largest
gatherings in the history of the or
ganization at the opening meeting
Tuesday evening, when more than
three hundred enthusiastic members
assembled in the Forestry library.
Dr. G. F. Simmons opened the meet
ing with a short talk on the pos
sibilities of such an organization and
pointed out several problems which
the barb group could help solve.
George Van Noy explained the purpose
of the organization, Its method of gov
ernment and explained the barb activ
ity ticket which members may pur
chase each quarter. Bill Browning
also talked.
Adelaide Miles pleased the large
crowd with two violin solos and paved
the way for a quarter hour’s enjoy
able dancing to music furnished by
Les Smith's Aristocrats. The meeting
was finished by 8:30 o’clock.

Newman Club Officers
Are to Be Nominated
Nomination of officers of the New
man club will be made a t the first
meeting of the organization to be held
next Sunday a t the breakfast in .the
club rooms of S t Anthony’s church
following 9 o’clock mass. Ladies of
St. Anthony’s parish are serving the
breakfast.
The committee in charge has
planned an interesting program and
announcement will be made of activ
ities which have been arranged for the
coming year, v
RHODES CANDIDATE VISITS
Joseph Cochran, ’27, and his wile
visited the campus this summer. Mr.
Cochran, when he was in school, was
a Rhodes scholarship candidate, and
an assistant in the physical education
department He is now working lor
the American Book company, college
books division, of Cincinnati.

I l i U ? Learn
TOUCH TYPING
at home this month!
Think of it! 60 to 60 words a minute!
■ Easily acquired in spare time. Royal's
“Simplified System of Touch Typewrit
ing” shows you how. Obtain this valuable course, prepared by experts,/res
with New Royal Portable Typewriter.

_____
y y

Communications
Due to limitations of space, the
editor reserves the right to with
hold the publication of com
munications or to print them only
In part.
An Open Letter to the Students
of the State University:
The fact that Vardis Fisher’s "Pas
sions Spin the Plot” was banned by
the State Board of Education from all
units of the State University of Mon
tana is probably by this time common
knowledge. Brief mention of it was
dlade in the Kaimin for October 8. Yet
I am wondering how many students
realize the significance of the board’s
action; or, realizing, have given any
thought to what could be done about
it
According to authentic typescripts
of the executive order in my posses
sion, not only Mr. Fisher’s book, but
"all books of similar character” are to
be barred from the university libra
ries. The Kaimin columnist’s jibe con
cerning Shakespeare and the Bible
was well pointed; but the significance
of the board's action was not merely
to indicate a certain hastiness of judg
ment on the part of the board mem
bers. It would seem to me most un
fortunate if students and professors
alike did not see in the board’s action
the first step in an encroachment upon
civil liberties.
The right of American students and
American people generally to read and
listen to whatever and whomever they
please should be contested to the last
ditch. How simple it will be, if this
Initial encroachment upon civil rights
goes unchallenged, for the State Board
of Education to further limit their
freedom in academic and other mat
ters, should be evident to every stu
dent and to every professor. Tens and
hundreds of novels, books of contro
versial nature, and periodicals, could
be removed from our libraries. In
periods of great world stress, such as
we are now experiencing, censorship
is as certain to come as anything well
can be. Need I mention the sad cases
of Italy and Germany?
If liberty is worth having it is worth
fighting for. Students cannot expect
their professors to be militant if they
themselves are indifferent. Together
they could make, common cause and
effectively combat even a formidable
attack upon civil liberties. The ban
ning of Fisher’s book is a minor in
stance of censorship, but would it not

uT™I

FILL O U T -M A IL
TO ADDRESS BELOW • OR CALL
Please send me complete details concerning spe
cial FREE TRIAL OFFER on the New Royal
Portable Typewriter yrfth TOUCH CONTROL.

...........

STREET , m * m r * * „ ^ * ..............................
CITY . . . * , . . . ^ * * * ~ ~ . . . STATE............ ..

Office Supply
Company

On to the Gym!
Rapidly Bolling Flivver Wheel
Makes Harold Taylor Late;
Ben Comes to the Rescue.

University Women Fast Airmail Schedules
For East in Effect
Riflers Practicing

Fast airmail schedules for the east
Team to Meet Forestry Rifle Clubj were placed in effect yesterday, an an
In Early November
nouncement from the president’s office
Wheels of time roll onward and so
stated.
did one of them on Harold Taylor’s
Mail taken from the telephone ex
fresh air flivver.
With the first match of the season
Thursday afternoon Taylor was scheduled for early November at which change in Main hall at 8:45 o’clock
(P.
M.) connects with the eastbound
rushing to a 1 o'clock ten minutes late. time they will meet the Forestry Rifle
As he made the turn toward the club, members of the women’s rifle air mail at 10:40 o’clock in the eve
women's gym time was flying and, team have been practicing this week ning. Westbound mail is picked up at
suddenly—so was the left hind wheel under the direction of Captain A. E. 8:45 o’clock from Main ball and con
nects with the westbound planes at
on the flivver. Taylor sat In the lop Rothermich.
Following the match with the For 11:40 o’clock.
sided car and watched the wheel roll
The state university messenger
estry team, a Missoula civilian group,
toward the door of the gym.
takes mail on Sundays as well as week
He recovered the wheel and then big the women will meet several of the days.
brother Ben came to the rescue and campus organizations in a series of
removed the heap from the^ driveway. matches previous to the round-robbin
Hardld made his 1 o’clock approxi tournament which starts later in the
mately twenty-five minutes after the season.
Major George B. Norris has anhour.
I nounced th at members of the men’s
rifle teams would not begin practice
Miss
Alice
Hancock,
a
graduate
of
Informal Social Gathering of Group
the English department in 1928, and until after the confusion of starting
Is Set for Wednesday
later instructor here, has been ap to school has subsided.

Home Economics
Club Is to Meet

New WILMA

RIALTO

JOEE. BROWN
“Bright Lights”

JEAN HARLOW

and'

SUNSHINE

Florence Hotel Bldg.

Newest development
in the latest
fashions

$ 1 2 -9 5
Rust— Black
Flame— Green
Tomato
SIZES 12 TO 20

SATURDAY ONLY!

STARTING SATURDAY
MIDNIGHT SHOW!

“TARZAN AND HIS
MATE”

GRETA GARBO
“Anna Karkenina”

2 g HITS
COMING SUNDAY!

in

—a t the—

Garden City Floral
Company

“THE GIRL FROM
MISSOURI”

. . . It’s His Best Show 1

ICE CREAM

Because we grow
them ourselves

Camel Suede

THE HUB

BEER

Our Flowers Are
Always Fresh—

GENUINE

Home Economics club will meet at pointed head of the library and Eng
Sigma Nu 'announces the pledging
7:30 o'clock, Wednesday night in the lish department at Clifton college,
of Russell Lockhart of Bozeman.
natural science building for the first Clifton, Texas.
meeting of the quarter, it was an
nounced by Dorothea Eder, Hardin,
president of the organization. This
will be an informal social meeting,
featuring a candy pull, for anyone en
Will Be Closed for the Football Game
rolled in the home economics depart
L E T ’S H E L P M O N T A N A W IN
m ent
GEORGE T. HOWARD
The Home Economics club was or
ganized in 1919 to promote interest in
the work of the department Meetings
are held monthly, in addition to joint
social meetings with other department
organizations. Professor Helen Glea
son, head of the home economics de
TODAY AND SATURDAY!
TONIGHT ONLY!
partm ent is sponsor of the organiza
tion.
in

TOASTED SANDWICHES
CANDIES

Phi Sigma Kappa announces the
pledging of John Hanrahan and Bob
Choate, Miles City.

Another Soper Hit for the Honse
of Hits.

10c

Always

P F IS T E R ’ S

25c

Higgins Block

Walford Electric Co.
Wiring Supplies

244 N. Higgins

Phone 3566

Students!
BUY I.E.S.
STUDY LAMPS

Save Time — Eliminate
Eye Srtain
I. E. S. Better Sight Lamps
are scientifically developed
by the Illuminating Engin
eering Society, as a protec
tion against eye strain.

Be Sure the Lamp You
Select Bears the
I. E. S. Tag
NEW ROYAL PORTABLE. M any
exclusive improvements; Includ
ing Touch Control—“ It personallies the typewriter to your
touch;” Finger Comfort Keys;
Centralised Controls; Standard Keyboard. Easy
to use—fast—and very durable.
C p r r CARRYING CASE. Hand■ H L I. aojne luggage - style case.
Typewriter easily, quickly removed.
LOWEST MONTHLY TERMS. Pay
as you use it—only a few cent# a day.

make an admirable test case? Reac
tionary or restrictive movements on
the part ol administrative groups must
be lought from the start, or the case
is lost
Why should not students and laculty
together adopt the slogan: “Restore
Fisher’s book to the library! Abandon
ettorts to restrict academic freedom!”
An open letter, signed by hundreds ol
students and laculty members, would
be a courteous but tirm way ol reply
ing to the State Board ol Education
tor the action which it tpok without
serious, consideration ol the implica
tions inherent in the motion. The
board’s action should not be allowed
to go unchallenged.
RICHARD LAKE.

Page Five

Special
Low Prices
for a
Limited
Time

The

Montana
Power
Co.

W ANE
J A N fS

WAITER

■

O L IN G R A Y

B

H U S W 6 ||g

CASALOMA BAND

MASTERFUL MASTER OF CERE-

y o u N o -B fA u n fu i-E x c m w o

MONIES “ SINGING COMEDIAN

-THE NEW SINGING SENSA*

M ff/f RAW0& FAMOt*
COMMENTATOR w it h

-STAR OF LAUGH ■COMPELLING

TION OF THE AJR. ROMANTIC
MELODY IS HER CONTRIBU

mo
SPORTS IV B N T S . FOUOW W S

TION TO IN IS NEW ALL-STAR

REVIEW S AND PREDICTIONS

TRAIlONS! W ESE COUECfATf
FAVORITES FURNISH THWIUN6

CAM EL CARAVAN. I

ON THE CAW E l CARAVAN.

MUSIC FOR THE CAMEl CARAVAN,

DRAMAS* WALTER IS MORE FUN
THAN EVER ON TN I NEW
CAM EL CARAVAN,

p o p e"

oar

th e

w e

BACK AGA/N — WITH 7H6 W t
TONES o f t h e d a y . c a t c h y
rhythm s!

o m m LO K H &

NOW BROADCASTING l

T V . : '■ v:; V " W V

V:

BEGINNING TUESDAY, OCTOBER Iff AND EVERYT ( / E S D A Y A N dT W U R S M Y
9 :0 0 RM. EASTERN TIM E

9:30 RM. MOUNTAIN TiMfc

8 :0 0 RM. CENTRAL TIME

8 :3 0 RM. PACIFIC TIM E

OVER COAST-TO-COAST

OhJ

WABC-COLUMBIA

NETWORK

THAT CAMELS, WHICH OFFER THIS AIL-STAR

PROGRAM FOR YOUR ENJOYMENT, ARE MADE FROM FINER

TOBACCOS—TURKISH AND DOMEST/C—WAN ANY OTHER

, MORBJXPBNSm

POPULAR BRAND.

Copyright, 1985. R. J . Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.
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Tentative Consent
Sentinel Editor Grizzlies Slaver
For
Long-Denied
Given U Projects
Sends Out Call
Meal on Cougar
For Assistants
(C ontinued from Pag* One)

bringing about these grants of money
for work of this kind.”
One of the most interesting projects
of the group Is that dealing with pub
lic archives. A survey of historical
material in Montana archives and his
torical depositories will be made. This
will Include a survey of the archives
in the state historical library, county
and municipal offices, government
torts in Montana, and records pre
served in churches and by families. It
will also include an examination of
the historical material in newspapers.
The work will be superintended by
Professor Phillips. It iB estimated that
200 young men and women will be
employed. The amount requested for
this work was $31,896.

The first of these forest works will
be a surrey of natural range forage
resources. Under this will come a de
tailed study of the timber and grass
situation of the state. This work is
of special Importance as a large per
centage of the income from forest
lands comes from the leasing of graz
ing rights.
It Is essential that this work be
started as soon as possible in order
that depleted forage be restored before
Montana forests reach the same condi
tions as the Carolina forests which
arc almost destroyed by erosion.
Reclamation Plans Laid
A cut-over land survey, also In
cluded, is planned In order that offi
cials interested in reclamation of old
forests lands will be able to determine
Just what course of action would best
accomplish the reclamation.
The range reclamation surrey and
the shelter belt investigations will
consist of a series of studies, research
and experiments to determine most
efficient methods.
A study to be undertaken of the
range rehabilitation will be of great
Interest to many people In the eastern
part of the state where over-grazing,
drouths, and depletion of the sustain-

October, 1914, a triumph-famished
Grizzly, five times denied of victory
over the foes from the Palouse coun
try decided that the worm should turn,
and proceeded to do so at the expense
of Washington State college, 10 to 0.
Guerin, who drop kicked three points
A few positions, both major and from the 25-yard stripe, and Burris,
minor, are still open on the staff of charging over for the touchdown fol
the 1936 Sentinel. Robert Bates, Great lowing a long pass from Vance to
Falls, editor, announced last night. Clark were the heroes of that glorious
Anyone Interested in the work is urged triumph. Fifteen times since then
to apply at the yearbook office.
Montana teams have striven to repeat
“We are particularly Interested in the performance and fifteen times
enlisting underclassmen for the jobs,” have they been denied. Upon at least
Bates said, “and will offer them ex four occasions the Cougars have
cellent chances for experience so that breathed sighs of relief when the gun
they may accept more responslbile cracked to signal the end of hostilities
positions In the future."
but moral victories fail to register
To Conserve Forests
The first staff meeting will be held upon the scoreboard.
Four of the projects granted are di
next week as soon as the selections
Tomorrow afternoon Montana faces rectly connected with efforts to con
are completed and approved by Pub the Cougars vof Washington State col
serve natural forests in the state and
lications board.
lege for the twenty-third time in the
Discussing plans for the annual, long standing feud. And tomorrow the to get the maximum of efficiency from
Bates said that the book would feature Grizzlies have again, 21 years since the forests in timber and by-products
modernity in layouts with particular their last triumph over the Cougars, such as grazing.
stress being placed upon simplicity. decided that the worm should turn.
One of the features Bates hopes to in Cougars beware!
corporate in the book will be double
1908—Washington State, 34; Mon
page layouts with group pictures for
tana, 0.
fraternities and sororities.
1905— Washington State, 8; Mon
tana, 6.
1906— Washington State, 5; Mon
tana, 0.
1907— Washington State, 38; Mon
tana, 0.
1913— Washington State, 34; Mon
tana, 9.
1914— Washington State, 0; Mon
tana, 10.
1915— Washington State, 27; Mon
tana, 7.
1916—Washington State, 27; Montana, 0.
CRASHES THE COUNTER
1917—Washington State, 28; Montana, 0.
1919—Washington State, 42; MonRan across a higher tana, 14.
than wide handbag
1920—Washington State, 31; Monthe other day It’s
0.
high hat as a top tana,
1925—Washington
State, 9; Monh at. . . and popular
tana, 0.
as Fred Astaire'
In suede
' 1926—Washington State, 14; Montana, 6.
*295
1927—Washington State, 35; Montana, 0.
1928—Washington State, 26; Montana, 6.
1929—Washington State, 13; Montana, 0.
A g al m u st be
1930—Washington
State, 61; Monpretty good to get
ner hand held these tana, 0.
Slick for games . . . smart and tidy
days. See if these
1931—Washington State, 13; Mongloves don’t help tana, 0.
for practically everything else!
the situation.
1932—Washington State, 31; MonSoftees have their points (and
Suede or kid
tana, 0.
rounded brims) in gay Fall colors
1933—Washington State, 13; Mon*]9 5
. . . team-work with practically
tana, 6.
1934—Washington State, 27; Monevery dress . . . allowance-ease!
tana, 0.
1935—Washington State, 0; Montana, ?

Underclassmen Particularly
Wanted for Vacancies
On Yearbook

ing grasses have left the ranges in
such shape ^ h a t dust storms and
erosion will prevent regrowth,
Flatheads to Be Studied
Another study made possible by the
grants of money from the federal gov
ernment that will attract wide Interest
and be of scientific value will be the
ethnological study of the Flathead Inldans.
Except for a short study made by a
man who spent one week with the
Flathead Indians, the Indians of West

Alpha Tau Omega announces the
ern Montana have been neglected by
scientists and social service interests. pledging of Louis Rotering, Butte, and
This has been due to the fact that the Ray Walsh, Glasgow.
Flatheads are settled in a region far
from any large university or center
CLASSIFIED AD
of scientific interest
LOST—Reading Glasses and brown
case; initals M. B. on case. Return
The Mountaineers will nine up the
South Fork of Lolo Creek next Sun to Kaimtn Business Office.
day. The party will leave about 8 or
“Montana has to make just the right
9 o’clock. Those wishing to make the
trip call Dr. C. B. Spohr, 4856, and score, or I won’t win that eight bucks
in the pool.” Vic Hultine.
make arrangements.

Be well-dressed

...
MAKE HER PROUD OF YOU!

G ru svtejl' O iai& eA.

“ SOFTEES

are as necessary as your student card
00
to

$ 0 9 5

The M ERCA N TILE,,
« « MISSOULA’S OLDEST, LARGEST AND BEST STOBB

Notices

A little straight
Scotch around your
throat is almost as
cheering as down
your gullet. Fringed
or not . . . on the
square or triangle.
in crepe

*100

If one of the new
sequin collars don't
tu rn you in to s
femme fatale, nothing ever will! Gold.
££?2J silver.
*1 9 5

The following students are re
quested to report to the NYA time
keeper’s office as soon as possible:
Leo Collara, Vivian Cornish, Fred
Dugan, Manford Erlandson, Dorothy
Floyd, Betty Fizer, Margaret Lyons,
Paul Swanson and Sterling W est
Forestry rifle club will meet In the
forestry building library at 7 o’clock
tonight.

A T # ,. , f brown buck
•

(BUCK TANNED C OW HIDE)

FOR CAMPUS WEAR

There will be a meeting of the old
Bear Paws -Tuesday afternoon, at 4
o’clock.

ASK FOR THE

Juniors, and seniors will be required
to secure Dr. Jesse's signature on
drop and add cards in addition to the
signers of their advisers and instruc
tors, beginning Monday, October 14.

SPECIAL!
All for $1.00

A

tricky about the suit shown above; you can wear it and you'll
wear it well! It s called the Stadium and is also tailored in
a smart double breasted model. See i t !

KUT ’N KURL

In metal

•1

The
M ERCANTILE,
« « MISSOULA? OU7UT, LAJU2XST AM) M fTffl

CORNER
Cigar Store
Corner Higgins and Front

are. But you can still dress so that you’ll be proud of

yourself, so that SHE will be proud of you! There’s nothing

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY!

Cigars : Cigarettes
Tobacco : Candy
Beer on Draught

STADIUM

"WJTOU may not he a “collar-ad” type of man, few of us

Shampoo— Finger Wave
and Manicure

My passion for jimcracks is beautifully
satisfied with the
new costume jew
elry • . . simulating
Renaissance
garniture.

{

IT ’S A TOUCHDOW N FOR
QUALITY-EYE APPEAL-STYLE

Beginning Monday, October 14, the
fee for changing class enrollment will
be $2.00

IN SMITH'S DRUG STORE
Phone 6311

£

$1

In leading schools and colleges this
Brown Buck is
leather.
Hickok has designed two handsome
belts which will set the style on every
campus.

the

AN ALL-AMERICAN VALUE AT

Brown Buck, with smart jewelry type buckle
and your class numerals (as illustrated),! 1
Brown Buck, with chain braided edge and
leather covered tongue buckle......... $ | .50
Spe them today— they’re a hit I

The
M ERCA N TILE,,
- * * MISSOULA'S QLDHST. LARGEST AMP BEST STOttH

The
M ER C A N TILE.,
* « M ISSO U LA ’S O LD EST. LARGEST A N D BEST STO R E

